
Paper Heart 

There are paper airplanes, flying overhead. 
Made by little hands who have nothing to understand, 

But, just like our storyline is going downhill 
They have no pilots so they’re gonna crash and burn. 

But don’t you tell me that I’ll never be satisfied 
That I am stuck forever, inside this paper mind. 

And there is no water to put out this raging fire 
So I am left burning 

With this paper hear of mine, mine 

 I burn red and I burn blue but just remember that 
I’m burning for you. 

When these ashes are all you can see, remember: 
It could have been paper airplane me. 

Paper sails can’t catch wind, to carry me home. 
So I’m left sinking, slowly out here all alone. 

I hope she’s everything you never saw in me. 
But if it’s not me then at least just let me be. 

But don’t you tell me that I’ll never be satisfied 
That I am stuck forever, inside this paper mind. 

And there is no water to put out this raging fire 
So I am left burning 

With this paper hear of mine, mine 

I burn red and I burn blue but just remember that 
I’m burning for you. 

When these ashes are all you can see, remember: 
It could have been paper airplane me. 

Go and papier-mâché my heart 



Cuz it’s breaking everyday. 
And here’s some matches, in advance. 

It’s bound to happen anyway.  

But don’t you tell me that I’ll never be satisfied 
That I am stuck forever, inside this paper mind. 

And there is no water to put out this raging fire 
So I am left burning 

With this paper hear of mine, mine 

I burn red and I burn blue but just remember that 
I’m burning for you. 

When these ashes are all you can see, remember: 
It could have been paper airplane me. 


